GET READY TO HOST

ASTRO CAMP®

Eligible organizations must be Youth Service Organizations, Schools, Universities, Museums, or Libraries, who serve students grades K-12 and are open to a close collaboration with the NASA ASTRO CAMP® Community Partners Program (ACCP) Education Team. NASA ACCP Education Specialists will provide
• ACCP Digital Facilitators Guides
• EPD for Facilitators/Educators
• Activity supply list
• NASA online resources
• Printable materials
• Online support by NASA ACCP Education Team

Community Collaborating Organizations will provide
• Program Lead or Educator
• Support staff
• Facilities
• Supplies/materials
• Management of program
• Program summary data

A program lead, educator, or facilitator must take part in a 1 or 2 day Educational Professional Development (EPD) provided by NASA Education Specialists in order to be designated as an official NASA 2023 ASTRO CAMP® Community Partners Program. NASA ACCP is an opportunity for all Youth Service Organizations to bring NASA STEM Engagement-Science Mission activities to grades K-12 in their own community. The ACCP virtual/hybrid professional developments are provided free for educators, leaders, and facilitators using the uniquely developed 2023 ACCP Facilitators Guide for support, making NASA STEM lessons, resources, and challenges accessible to all, while relying on proven NASA STEM ASTRO CAMP® Methodology.

NASA ACCP consists of student-centered, standards based STEAM activities that utilize NASA resources to give educators, leaders, and facilitators everything they need for engaging, high-quality STEM learning experiences for all students. You can help students foster career dreams of tomorrow and develop life-changing goals through Next Generation Science, Math, and Technology/Engineering skills by bringing NASA ACCP TO YOUR COMMUNITY PROGRAM SITE!

NASA ACCP includes a multitude of STEAM activities for selection and requests a minimum of 10 NASA ACCP activities to be delivered over a selected time with options for NASA Real World Mission Challenges. The collection of your final program data/surveys to be returned to the ACCP Team at the end of each event to build your successful portfolio with NASA ACCP annual reports.

Kelly Martin-Rivers: kelly.e.martin-rivers@nasa.gov
Maria Lott: maria.l.lott@nasa.gov

https://science.nasa.gov/science-activation-team/astro-camp